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Unlike Traditional Deckbuidling Games, the Reclaim 
Series limits the number of cards that can go toward your 
point total. Each player will only have nine cards they 
choose to be part of their final tally. These cards are those 
placed on the Reclamation Board during play.  Some 
cards will give others multipliers, strategy is the key ele-
ment in winning the game.  Build carefully.

During play you will only have five cards in your hand at 
all times. There are three actions you can take during your 
turn, please follow the options listed below;

1.) You will play a card on your Reclamation Board and 
draw another from the main deck.

2.) You will place a card in your discard pile and draw an-
other card from the main deck.

3.) You will play an action against another player, causing 
their cards to become discarded or trashed.

After completing one of these steps your turn has ended.  

Magic/ Legend Cards - These are the most  
valuable cards in the game, if you pair them 
up right you can the highest point value!

Heart Cards - These are usually locations in 
the Reclaim Series that are from the famous 
works of Children’s Literature.

Brave/Support Cards - Most Courage Cards can 
save you from Spells or Traps! These cards also 
can provide Sacrifice options that will help you 
defend against attacks from other players.

Evil Cards - Depending on which game in the 
Reclaim Series you are playing, these cards  
will represent the most evil of elements in the 
game. All cards affected by these cards will 
become trashed an no longer available to play.

When the fourth and final Evil Card has been played, the 
game ends. These will vary based on the version of the 
Reclaim Series you are playing. In Reclaim Oz the four  
cards that must be played are the Four Evil Witches of Oz. 
In Reclaim Neverland the four cards that must be played 
are the Four Evil Pirates of Neverland, and in Reclaim 
Wonderland the four cards that must be played are the 
FoFour Evil Royalties of Wonderland. Once these cards are 
played they will affect every player in the game, unless a 
Legend Card is sacrificed.  All cards the come into play 
with an Evil Card will become Trash--either in Action or 
Sacrifice. Once the final Evil Card has been played, all 
players will then reveal their Curse Card and begin to add 
up their Reclamation Board Point Value. The final tally 
cconsists of the Total Point Value of all Heart, Brave/Sup-
port, and Magic/Legend Cards and any penalty taken by a 
Curse/Trap Card. The player with the highest overall Point 
Value is declared the winner! In the Result of a Tie--the 
player with the highest rated Legend Card is the winner 
of the game. Congratulations on your Series Reclamation! 

Can all Reclaim Series Games be played together?

Yes they can! However, this will require a lot of time to 
play--since all Twelve Evil Cards will need to be played in 
order for the game to be considered over.

Which cards get discarded and which cards get trashed?

PPretty much all cards affected in the game will go to the 
players discard pile. Then they will be able to be used 
later in the game. The only exception would be when 
EEvil Cards are being used. For example, in Reclaim Oz 
when the ‘Heartless Witch’ is played she will steal Heart 
Cards from each players Reclamation Board. Every card 
that character steals will become trashed and no longer 
be used for the remainder of the game by any player.

Is there only three games in the Reclaim Series?

As of As of right now, we only have three games planned for the 
Reclaim Series. We will continue to develop ideas and take 
your suggestions, let us know yours @ReclaimSeries

Each player will need a Reclamation Board (available for 
download on our website). After that the deck is shuffled 
and five cards are dealt to each player. Throughout the 
Game you must build your Deck by placing it face down 
on the Reclamation Board, once a card is placed--it’s 
there until the game ends. Each player can have up to 
nine cards on their Board and one card can be given to 
ththem as a curse, making each deck build a total of ten 
cards. Like other cards on the Reclamation Board, when a 
player is cursed the card is played face down on their 
Game Board for the entire play of the game, you will not 
know what curse is given to them until the final tally. 
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